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Autonomous vehicles and their navigation

Example for Drone with remote sensing payload

Perspectives

 Autonomous vehicles categories

 Media / Dimensions: - 2D (ground, above water/surface), 

                                  - 3D (air, underwater, underground)

- Indoor, outdoor

 Navigation: - remotely piloted, semi-autonomous, full autonomous

   - range autonomy, identification

 .

 Autonomous vehicles navigation

 Embarked sensors: - LIDAR, Radar, Ultrasonic sensors

                                  - CMOS imager / time imager, ToF, infrared sensors

                     - Inertial sensors, pressure sensors

 Communication:- GPS, RTK, Wifi, 4G/5G

 On-board processing: - hardware, firmware, software

.

Constraints

Market and environment: Transport, agriculture, industry, security, space…

Safety and technical: Weight, size, power consumption, manoeuvrability, redundancy, FMEA 

 Photogrametry & Building Information Modelling

 Navigation: remotely piloted with pre-defined flight enveloppe 

& return to home (RTH) function from DJI

 Remote sensing payload: DSLR for photogrammetry and LIDAR for BIM 

 Assembled file of church (photogrammetry)    Point cloud capture by LIDAR inside castle   Digital reconstruction of entire castle  

 Gas Leak Detection

 Navigation: remotely piloted DJI Matrice 600 drone with GPS

 Remote sensing payload: - Optical Gas Imaging cooled camera (CH4),

 - Tuneable Diode Laser Absorption Spectrometer, 

 - High definition digital camera (20Mpixels),

 - Sensor Control Module (SCM)

                        Characteristics

 - Up to 3 channels in real time from ground 

          - Recording on SD card

 - IR Flash software (Linux)

     Sony R10C          OGI          TDLAS        - EPA 0000a compliant

Architecture interface & payloads        - US 8880552B1 patent

    Operation mode & reporting

  - Visible & IR image with ppm value

  measured by TDLAS are displayed 

  on ground in IR Flash via DJI app

 - Operator, when detecting gas leak

  by OGI or by TDLAS (value >10ppm),

  will center IR image on max ppm value

- Once this point (=max leak flow) is 

  reached, operator locks image and take

  visible snapshot, 3 seconds infrared

  movie for including in report.

- Report is edited in pdf with all useful                       Inspection report sample

information (date, time, XYZ coordinates)  

 Air sampling & probing 

with autonomous flight 

  Drone:

  - DGAC homologated FS-S3

  - Contra-rotative propellers (patented )

  - U-Shape battery for electric motors

  - Secured wireless communication (triple redundancy)            FS-S3 Drone

         Benefits

   - High stability of flight in gusting winds

   - Work « in contact » thanks to protection

   - Constant rotation speed longer autonomy

   - A MUST for bridge, chemney, building
   l240m chemney   bridge rivet inspection  inspection
    lightning ground lead

 

  Navigation: GPS, RTK, Waypoint programming

  Remote sensing payload : - Atmospheric sampling unit

- Radiation probe (larged on the ground )
                             

        

Air sampling unit (electrovalves)                     Radiation probe

 Principle of autonomous navigation

 1 - Initial settings

  a - Satellite map of site downloaded on user interface

  b - User marks XY coordinates (waypoint) on touchscreen

  c – Predefined heights are programmed completing 3D coordinates

 2 - Flight sequence

  a – After take-off, GPS, RTK & altimeter ensure precise location of drone 
during autonomous flight. Localization (cm precision), speed and other 
parameters are transmitted via triple redundancy

  B – Preprogrammed slope and variable speeds are used to reach first 
waypoint. Uncertainty of localization is taken care by RTK. Close loop on 
propeller angle takes into account wind  

  c – Once waypoint reached, program activates electrovalves for sampling air 
or larging probe depending on selected payload. Drone continues then to 
next waypoint

Full autonomous navigation

Remaining challenges for autonomous drone in remote sensing

Technical : power autonomy, sensors and embedded computing reliability, communication consistency, environement (all weather capability, inddor, 
confined zones), « sense and avoid » technologies maturity...

Other:  regulatory rules, public acceptance (noise, privacy), insurance coverage (collision, hacking), affordable cost...

but huge markets exist for large infrastructures or confined environment such as power grid, railways, tunnels, pipeline, mining,...   
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